NEW OUTWELL WEATHERPROOF TABLES PERFECTLY COMBINE STYLE AND FUNCTION
Scandinavian outdoor specialist, Outwell, has
introduced a new range of weatherproof tables
that successfully combine performance with
contemporary style that will grace any tent,
caravan, motorhome or patio.
The rough and tumble of campsite life tests any
product and Outwell has carefully chosen
materials to match table designs to ensure
durability while maintaining chic good looks.
All tables have sturdy lightweight aluminium
frames with locking telescopic legs to tailor height to suit needs, and oversize adjustable feet for
enhanced stability on uneven or soft ground.
Table tops have come under special scrutiny and Outwell has supplied its
Weatherproof Tables in four models – each using one of three different
materials.
Berland L and M (pictured right) – the aspirational Outwell model uses
Tetrameld. This is a tough, lightweight honeycomb composition comprising
glassfibre, polypropylene and melamine with a sophisticated wood-effect
finish. The material is resistant to UV damage, water and heat. While all
other tables have a maximum load rating of 30kg, this increases to 50kg in
the Berland M. These lightweight tables weigh just 4.5kg and 5.6kg for the M
and L versions respectively.
Outwell continues with its time-proven melamine
laminate, Sevelit, to provide a quality finish to Finley
L and M tables (pictured left) and Brunswick model
(pictured right). These heavier tables weigh in at
14.5kg, 11.7kg and 9kg, reflecting the enhanced
resistance to UV, water, heat (180˚C) and scratches
for enhanced durability.
Finally, Outwell Roblin 7.1kg M and 5.1kg S tables
(pictured below left) feature a light high-pressure resin laminate to provide
resistance to water, heat and scratches expected during lighter general
outdoor use.
Families will also appreciate the new Pemberton
Picnic Set (pictured right) that unpacks to reveal a
large table with two stand-alone benches. The steel
frame and plastic tops ensure a tough finish perfect
for family meals and socialising.
For further information about all Outwell furniture
collections, including prices, and to find your nearest
dealer, visit outwell.com
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Editor’s notes
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